
Home Page: 
1. Change the Ticker  from “DDDD” to “EISH”

2. Remove the BOLD from these text: Network, Ticker, Expected Returns, Fees

3. Reduce the letter-spacing for these text from 3px to 1px: CARDANO, EISH, 4%-5%, 3%

4. RECTANGULAR BOX: Looks like the right side has more extra space than the left side. 

Make sure the text inside the box is aligned to the centre.


Why Choose us 
1. For the Consistent Returns icon, fill the orange color inside the lines so it appears similar to 

other images.

2. Change the top row to be: Consistent Returns and Secure

3. Change the bottom row to be:  Decentralized and Robust


FAQ 
4. Make the + Sign thinner to match the FAQs Border lines

5. Change the font of FAQs answers to match the rest of the website.


About 
6. Make the alignment of the content similar to the website Content PDF that I have attached

7. Match the same paragraph format

8. Make sure hyperlinks are enabled 

9. Add the Medium and Twitter icons, make them as small icons and add them to the left side.

10. Update the twitter and medium icons to these links: Twitter: https://twitter.com/iampremt, 

Medium: https://medium.com/@IamPremt

11. Enable the link for mailto  hello@stakeish.com in the content text at the end. 


Get In Touch 
1.  Get in Touch (Contact form) is not functional. I should get an email when someone submits 

a message. Email ID: stakeish@gmail.com


2. Follow Us and the text below and icons: 

1. Make this left aligned, and 

2. Change the text font style to match the rest of the website content, No orange for text 

here.

3. Keep the icons as orange color itself, no need to change

4. Update the twitter and medium icons to these links: Twitter: https://twitter.com/

stakeish, Medium: https://medium.com/@stakeish


Footer

3. Make the text of this Footer to orange, same as menu items color
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